Abstract-The construction kit principle is a well-known software engineering paradigm to foster reusability. In case the construction kit principle is applied at runtime it is even a way to implement flexibility. In today's workflow technology the construction kit principle is applied, e.g. in in hierarchical modeling approaches using subprocesses. In this paper we propose a construction kit application based on process fragment. In contrast to subprocesses, process fragments represent non-complete process knowledge, which needs to be integrated with further process knowledge to become a complete process model. Integrating one process fragment with another process fragment requires complex composition operations, since process fragments do not represent the implementation of a single abstract activity like in subprocesses, but are knitted together on the same level of granularity. The advantage of process fragments lies in their means to represent noncomplete process knowledge. In this paper we propose a formal process fragment modeling language, which is based on current workflow standard languages, like BPMN. Based on this modeling language we design a basic operation set, which allows to compose process fragments.
I. INTRODUCTION
The construction kit principle is a well-known software engineering paradigm to foster reusability [7] . Resuable building blocks are identified, modeled and stored somewhere. In case a new application is built suitable building blocks are detected and integrated in the new application. In case the construction kit principle is applied at runtime it is even a way to implement flexibility, since the building blocks can be selected based on runtime data. In today's workflow technology the construction kit principle is applied often, mostly e.g. in in hierarchical modeling approaches using subprocesses. In this paper we propose a construction kit application based on process fragment. In contrast to subprocesses, process fragments represent non-complete process knowledge, which needs to be integrated with further process knowledge to become a complete process model. Integrating one process fragment with another process fragment requires complex composition operations, since process fragments do not represent the implementation of a single abstract activity like in subprocesses, but are knitted together on the same level of granularity. The advantage of process fragments lies in their means to represent noncomplete process knowledge. In this paper we propose a formal process fragment modeling language, which is based on current workflow standard languages, like BPMN. Based on this modeling language we design a basic operation set, which allows to compose process fragments.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we motivate our work by presenting a scenario, which provides also requirements for the basic operation set. Section III presents an overview of the process fragment concepts discussing the lifecycle and the overall architecture for process fragment modeling and execution. The process fragment metamodel is introduced in Section IV. The definition of the composition operations is discussed and elaborated in Section V-C. We conclude our work discussing the related work in Section VI and provide a summary of our contributions and our further research agenda in Section VII.
II. SCENARIO
At a bank various bank employees are involved in the processes, that are serviced by the bank. E.g. the loan approval processes involve employees obtaining roles like front desk officer, loan approval officer, assessment officer or secretary. The knowledge of the overall process is distributed over the different people involved in the process. Each of these persons knows at least the processing steps that he/she has to perform and is able to specify a personal process fragment the represents the way he/she is performing these steps. The Front Desk Officer knows that credit information needs to be collected for approving a loan. Depending on the amount of the petitioned loan the application is treated differently. The Loan Approval Officer handles the loan applications and decides whether the loan is approved or not. Additionally he knows that there are different sources from where he gets the loan application. Also the Assessment Officer and the secretary are involved in the loan approval process and have some knowledge about it. Those people are able to model the process parts they know as depicted in Figure 1 . However, their process knowledge is fragmentary. We propose to represent this local knowledge as process fragments. To gain a complete process definition, of the loan approval process based on the knowledge of the people that are to be executing this process, the specified process fragments need to be integrated. A composed process model is depicted in Figure 2 . Sometimes parts of a process fragment need to be cut out, e.g. to be able to substitute parts of a process with more suitable process fragments. The decomposition operation is also needed to implement higher level composition operations, like compose two fragments without overlaps. Redundancy of process knowledge represented in process fragments is very common due to the distributed modeling approach. Therefore the overlaps need to be cut out before both fragments can be composed. The removal of a process fragment is depicted in Figure 3 .
In this paper we provide a metamodel for process fragments and operations for process fragment composition and decomposition.
III. PROCESS FRAGMENT COMPOSITION LIFECYCLE AND ARCHITECTURE
A BPM life cycle consists of at least 4 steps, modeling, execution, monitoring and a validation and optimization step. In order to apply the process fragment modeling methodology and execution method , which means to model and compose process parts, this lifecycle needs to be extended. In particular, a 'Buildtime Fragment Composition' step and a 'Runtime Fragment Composition' step is required, as depicted in Figure  4 . Basically, process fragments are modeled like any other process model. However, in addition to the usage of the Lifecylce language primitives, a process fragment can be created by the composition of two already existing fragments by applying a composition operation. Thus, a process fragment can be modeled by applying a mixed approach that includes traditional modeling techniques and the composition of process fragments. In addition to this modeling method, the fragment concept can also be applied during runtime for 'Runtime Fragment Composition'. We allow process fragments to be instantiated, even though process fragments are not representing complete process knowledge and are not completely specified, as shown in Section II. The execution of a incomplete process model executes the parts that are already known waiting for further process knowledge to be found and further composition steps to be able to proceed with the execution. This approach is an implementation of the so-called late modeling approach or ad hoc processes approach, e.g. [1] , [13] . If the composition takes place at runtime, runtime data like context data can be used to select the suitable process fragment models. The overall architecture of the process fragment modeling and execution concept is depicted in Figure 5 . The composition component consists of two components, a selection component 'Selector' and the actual 'Composer', which realizes the composition operations, which are specified in the remainder of this work. The selection of suitable process fragments can be performed in different ways depending on the way the goal of a process is modeled and the way process fragments are annotated with semantical information. The goal of a process and the process fragment annotations can be modeled in various declarative languages, as presented in [2] , [9] , [12] . These approaches can be used to implement a selection strategy for process fragments. Process fragments are enacted by a runtime environment, which is able to execute process fragments. The enactment is out of scope of this work and will be discussed in our further work.
IV. PROCESS FRAGMENT METAMODEL
In this section, we provide a metamodel to specify process fragments (fragments for short). The model of a fragment is denoted by a connected and directed graph. The nodes of the graph represent activities, i.e., tasks to be performed by 
Definition 1 (Variables). Variables are data containers. The set of variables of a fragment is denoted by
V = {v 1 , .....v n } The
ID). The set of all activities is denoted by the set
T denotes the set of all transition conditions:
A control connector can be annotated with a transition condition. We therefore define the function transitionCondition : C → T. A control connector specifies a transition condition which is used to determine the value of the control connector at runtime. The transition condition of control connectors with no source activity are empty. 
Definition 5 (Join Condition). Each activity is annotated by a join condition. Let J be the set of all join conditions, we define the following function: joincondition
: A → J A join condition j ∈ J defines1 × · · · × t n ) → B
Definition 6 (Fragment Definition). A fragment is a connected, acyclic graph over a set of activities and a set of control connectors and a name and a set of variables. A fragment F is contained in the set
F ≡ (2 A × 2 C × N × 2 V )
V. OPERATIONS AND THEIR PARAMETRIZATION
In this section we are going to introduce two operations. the first operation is a composition operation, which can be used to extend a fragment model by another fragment model specification. The second operation is a decomposition operation and can be used to remove parts which are included in a fragment model. The decomposition operation acts on the assumption that both fragment models fit together in terms of data types. The operations presented in this paper are syntactical operations, which allows to glue or divide process fragments. The term 'syntactical' means we do not assure or check the semantical meaning of the applied operation. We provide means to integrate fragmentary process knowledge syntactically.
A. Composition Operation +
The aim of this composition operation is to combine two fragment models into one fragment model. This operation is used to obtain a complete fragment model, which has no dangling control connectors any more. Since the amount of incoming and outgoing control connectors per activity is fixed, no activity has more or less control connectors after the composition than before. That way the plug-in points are defined distinctly. Therefore, only outgoing dangling control connectors of one fragment model can be connected with the incoming dangling control connectors of the other fragment model. However, if there are many dangling outgoing control connectors in one fragment model and many incoming dangling control connectors exist in the other fragment model, there exist also many possibilities on how to compose these two fragment models.
To be able to define this operation in a way that makes the outcome unambiguous, the operation must be parameterized. In Figure 6 we present an example how two fragments are composed by defining a parametrization. The dangling control connectors are the potential gluing points. The parametrization specifies the way the dangling control connectors are glued. Therefore, the set of control connectors, which are used for composition are determined as follows: Given are two fragments F 1 , F 2 ∈ F. A 1 denotes the set of activities of F 1 and C 1 the control connectors of F 1 . A 2 denotes the set of activities of F 2 and C 2 the control connectors of F 2 . A parametrization for the composition of these two fragments consist of a set of control connector pairs, which are to be glued in the result of the composition. The control connector pairs always consist of a control connector of fragment F 1 and a control connector of fragment F 2 . Both control connectors are dangling control connectors one of the kind outgoing and the other one of the kind incoming dangling control connector. Therefore the parametrization is defined as follows.
Definition 7 (Parametrization). The function which returns all incoming dangling control connectors of a fragment is defined as follows: C in (C) = {c|∀c ∈ C and c = (⊥, a)a ∈ A}.
The function which returns all incoming dangling control connectors of a fragment is defined as follows: C out (C) = {c|∀c ∈ C and c = (a, ⊥)a ∈ A} The parametrization:
The result of the gluing operation +(F 1 , F 2 , P(C 1 , C 2 )) consists of the united activity sets of the both fragments F 1 , F 2 and the control connectors, which get glued according to the parametrization and the control connectors, which keep their source and target activity, a new name and the unified set of variables. The set of the unchanged control connectors is the set of all dangling control connectors, which are not glued by the operation. The set of the unchanged dangling control connectors is defined by the set C unchanged d angling (P) = {c|(c, x) ∈ not ∈ P(C 1 , C 2 )(x, c) ∈ not ∈ P(C 1 , C 2 )}. The set of the unchanged control connectors, which already have a source and a target activity is obtained by C 2 ) and c(a 1 , a 2 ) with a 1 , a 2 ∈ (A 1 ∪ A 2 )} The set of the dangling control connectors, which are glued together according to the parametrization of the applied composition operation is determined by the set C glue (P) = {c|(y, x) ∈ P : (c = (y source , x target )y ∈ C out (C 1 ) and x ∈ C in (C 2 )) or (c = (x source , y target )y ∈ C in (C 1 ) and x ∈ C out (C 2 ))} Finally, the composition operation can be defined as follows: 
B. Remove Operation −
The second operation we present in this work allows to remove a process fragment from another process fragment. A fragment F 2 can only be removed from F 1 iff F 2 is completely contained in fragment F 1 .
In the following we provide some definitions, which are necessary to define the composition operations. A example of two structurally equipollent activities is presented in Figure 7 . 
Definition 9 (Activity Equipollency
)
Definition 13 (Fragment Equivalence). Two fragments

1) Remove Operation:
The resulting fragment of this remove operation might break into non-connected fragment parts. However we defined a fragment as a connected partially defined graph. Thus the result of the remove operation is a set of fragments. Additionally, since activities of the same type and name might be included more than once in one fragment we need to ensure that the remove operation is not ambiguous. We argue that the remove operation like the composition operation needs to be parametrized, referencing the unique identifiers of the activities. This is necessary, since one fragment might be contained more than once within another fragment. The parametrization define the exact parts of a fragment that are to be removed. The parametrization therefore references activities by their unique activity IDs. The parametrization is formally defined as follows: 
After the remove operation is performed the fragment names and activity IDs are updated. The editorial support for this operation can be done by proposing the structurally equivalent parts of the minuend fragment with the subtrahend fragment. The user will be able to select that fragment that will be removed.
C. Ways to Specify the Parametrization
In the following we elaborate on how the parameterization of the composition operation can be specified. The way, how the process fragments are composed, is mostly determined by the parameterization of the operation. The semantics of the composition is therefore very much influenced by the way how a specific parameterization is specified. The parameterization enables the operations to be applied by various semantic composition and planning strategies, like ontologies [5] , constraint-based semantic approaches [14] , or non-automatic semantic strategies like user-driven parameterization. To be able to automate the filling of the parameterization, an additional semantical layer must be Figure 8 : Parametrized Remove Operation introduced, e.g. the process fragments must be annotated and composed according to a pre-modeled goal. Depending on the desired behavior, which is modeled in the semantic layer, process fragments can be selected and the parameterization of the composition can be determined. The semantic strategy chosen determines, e.g. the way the process fragments need to be annotated. Hybrid approaches of different degrees of automation are also conceivable.
VI. RELATED WORK
This section investigates the related work regarding modular modeling and composition approaches in particular.
There are various approaches, which build processes out of process artifacts.
For instance, many workflow languages provide means to handle subprocesses [4] [10] . Integrating subprocesses into a parent-process also specifies a very simple composition operation. However, mostly the original process model is not changed, but the composition operation established communication channels between parent process and child process. Similarly to subprocesses, the authors in [15] propose to model processes as small artifacts, they call proclets. These proclets are executed in a distributed manner setting communication channels between the proclet definitions. The complete overall communicating processes are meant to build a complete business process. Other approaches present composition operations of process parts. The composition operation definition always depends on the language representation of the process fragments to be composed. Approaches [3] [11] define composition operations for petri-net based representation of process fragments. They do not consider data at all. [3] composes two process fragments, if they have overlapping states. The composition operations therefore are defined implicitly, but not explicitly and cannot be controlled by the outside, but are determined by the process fragments predefined states. The authors in [11] propose an algebra over composition operations to compose petri nets.
In this work we provided a composition and remove operation for a formal representation of process fragments based on the BPEL language. Our approach provides a basic set of operations, which can be used to build complex operations. In [6] also a fragment-based modeling methodology is proposed. However, the authors do not introduce composition operations, but integrate the various process fragments by using an overall global process model, which prescribes the composition in an rather implicit way. The overall global process model must be known from the beginning and is nothing that is evolving during the composition process. The authors in [8] use petri nets to model fragmentary process knowledge, which can be composed. However, the paper [8] focuses on the selection of the process fragments and does not define composition operations.
Many approaches in this area exist. All these approaches provide different composition operations for different applications based on different language specifications. Our approach is targeted to provide composition operations for process fragments represented in BPMN or BPEL and can be easily applied by these standard workflow languages.
VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work we defined two operations, one to compose two process fragments, and the other one to remove parts of a process fragment. These basic operations can be combined to implement more complex operations. For instance, the overlaps of two to-be-composed process fragments can be removed before they are composed. Another scenario is to substitute some parts of a process fragment with another process fragment by removing the to-be-substituted parts, and then compose the resulting process fragment with another process fragment, closing the gap. As presented in Section III the operations can be applied at design time or during runtime. The operations might be made visually accessible to the user, integrating the operations into a modeling tool for processes. Our work is based on a graph-based workflow model and therefore our concepts can be easily transfered to existing workflow standard languages like BPMN. In our future work we will focus the runtime composition of process fragments and the execution issues of process fragments. Furthermore we need to investigate the semantical effects of fragment compositions and their semantic meanings, which also includes the question how to select the suitable fragments that are needed for composition.
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